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1. Introduction
The purpose and necessity of the research should be identified; the state of the issue should be briefly highlighted with links to the most significant publications, avoiding references to outdated results. The discoveries made in the course of this study should be presented. The structure of the article should be indicated.

2. Experimental part
It contains a description of the course and results of the experiment, the characteristics of the compounds obtained. At the beginning of the experimental part, the names of the instruments should be given, on which the physicochemical characteristics of substances should be registered and the measurement conditions should be indicated; either the sources of the non-trivial reagents used (for example, "commercial supplies, company name"), or references to the methods of their preparation should be described.

3. Results and discussion
One should discuss and explain the results obtained in the work, analyze the features of the synthesis, demonstrate and discuss possible limitations. Compare your results with those published earlier. All new compounds must be fully characterized by appropriate spectroscopic data. The text should summarize and explain only those spectral data that are used to confirm the structure of the compounds obtained. Enumeration of the same data in the text, tables and figures is not allowed. For new synthetic methods, it is desirable to discuss the reaction mechanism. To summarize the data, it is necessary to use clear figures and tables. Illustrations are essential because figures and tables are often the most effective way to present results. The data presented must be amenable to interpretation. 
The official IUPAC terminology should be followed when discussing results.
It is recommended to present the results in the past tense.
The discussion should not repeat the description of the research results. Abbreviations generally accepted in scientific literature should be used in the text. Non-standard abbreviations should be decoded after the first appearance in the text. Units of measurement should be indicated in the International SI system.
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Figure 1 – Title of the figure.


4. Conclusion
Conclusion indicates the main achievements presented in the article, and the main conclusion containing the answer to the question posed in the introductory part of the article, as well as the possibility of using the material of the article in fundamental or applied research.
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Резюме: состоит из краткого текста (не менее 150–250 слов) на языке статьи. Приветствуется структурированное резюме, повторяющее структуру статьи и включающее: введение, цели и задачи, методы, результаты, заключение (выводы).

Ключевые слова: Ключевые слова (5‒10 слов или словосочетаний).
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Реферат мақала тіліндегі қысқа мәтіннен (кемінде 150-250 сөзден) тұрады. Мақаланың құрылымын қайталайтын және оған: кіріспе, әдістеме, нәтижелер мен талқылау,  және тұжырымдар кіретін құрылымдық қысқаша сипаттама.
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